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Item Issue Raised by Details Response Action Update

Updates 24/7 library Dean

Dean- The 24/7 pilot has been going better than expected. 

It exceeds the figures from Kings and UCL. Figures shows 

the number is dependant on submission dates. We have 

had very few problems with disturbance. 

Reps- This is great. It's also a good way to interact with 

other college students. The facilities are great and it’s a lot 

stress free. 

Course 

Experience 

Fine Art 

Practice

Rep - The course has changed my life in a positive way. 

The tutors guide us to find the answers which is very 

important for me. The tutors give you just enough 

inspiration and guidance to want to push myself. 

Interaction and sharing is encouraged. It is important for 

me to share my knowledge, made me realise the 

importance of mistakes. Failure is seen as a success. I 

can’t express how much I love this course; it's inspiring.

Dean- That's great to hear. 

Workshops and 

events
Product Design

Rep- I am very proud to represent CSM. The Small 

Change fair was really fun and a good thing to work 

towards. We got to sell our own work which is great 

practically but also for employability. The Sex Pistol night 

and a talk by Tim Brown were very good. The Public 

Speaking workshop by SU was good as well . 

Ceramics

Rep- I have 3 different tutors and they are great. They 

have different responses and personalities and looking at 

the way you see design.

Performance 

Design & 

Practice

Rep- The tutors are very friendly especially Marie who 

works very hard. We can tell she really cares about what 

she does. 

Workshops Product Design

Reps- At times Archway gets really busy but we have a 

very limited access to resources at Kings Cross. Some of 

us pay international fees. For some this is the only 

opportunity and we have no access to studios for facilities 

such as editing. 

Dean- The workshop in King's Cross has to be prioritised 

for BA and MA. They pay fees and they have to have 

access. What might be possible is improving the facilities 

in Archway. We might be able to do something short term. 

For example: we did additional opening for Diploma show, 

increased the provision for Textile students. Some 

resources are available in Archway within the course and 

also through the Loan Store. 

Dean to explore the 

possibility of improving 

facilities in Archway. 

PDP We do not have any access to editing equipment.
Dean - We can look into the editing software for the FE 

pathway.

Dean to look into editing 

software for FE.

General
Reps- The Loan Store often runs out of equipment. Can 

any equipment be set aside for FE?

Dean- We have set aside equipment in the past but it 

doesn't get the most out it. We could look to use Course 

consumable budget for FE to buy more. I can take it to the 

Programme Director.

Dean to discuss this with the 

Programme Director. 

More 

mannequins to 

be used for 

draping

Fashion

Rep- I have heard that Fashion do not have enough 

mannequins. As a result, I hear they are trying to use the 

Product Design ones. 

Dean- Apparently some have been missing. The course 

leaders will be doing some count and see what they have 

and should have. It is feasible to buy some more if 

necessary. 

Positives

Tutors

Access to 

workshop 

facilities at King’s 

Cross

Equipment
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Access Visitors

Performance 

Design & 

Practice

Rep- There is no clear instructions about bringing visitors 

into the school. Perhaps providing (newer) students with 

clear instructions as to the circumstances under which 

their visitors may be allowed into the building and how to 

do so. 

Dean- There is a detailed guide on the website called 

"Smartcards and Building Access" as well as a Student 

Support Guide which you should have. Please encourage 

your peers to use it. If it’s not the right way to communicate 

the message let us know. You can sign people in but 

security is tight.

Website Website All
Reps- The website is not easy to use and you can't find 

information even when you use the search bar. 

Dean- That's interesting to know. I will ensure this is fed 

back.

Dean to speak to the 

website team about how this 

can be more user friendly.

Early talks 

between FE and 

BA

Fine Art 

Practice

Reps- It would be useful to have someone guide us 

around the sites. BA students talking about their 

experience would be most useful  The interaction between 

BA and FE would be good. 

Dean- Definitely, this is something we could do 

cooperatively with the SU

BA Application All

Rep- The initial discussion around UCAS was only a 

month before the deadline. It would be helpful to start this 

earlier.

Dean- We could explore it but previously students forgot 

about it quickly. We have staff who can help 1-2-1 which is 

a service you could use.

Rep- There are so many opportunities between pathways 

which important to deepen your understanding and others 

practices. We were invited us to do a collaboration 

between FA and Drama which created an important 

dialogue. There should be more of these especially for 

those students who didn’t do diagnostics. 

Dean- Will take it on board and have a discussion with the 

course team. 

Dean to discuss this with the 

course team. 

Rep- Extra curricular activities would also be great.

SU- We run a student led lecture series about 

collaborative practice across students. There are posters 

around the college and we want students to be part of the 

team. 

All
Reps- We had to adapt our exhibition to fit our final 

project. The timings doesn’t suit us either. 

Product Design 

and Ceramics

Rep- "Small change" fair was different from others. 

Everyone was on it and they were all involved. You could 

use that as a model. 

Dean- I can ask about that. It’s an university library service 

and not college specific but I can speak to them and let me 

know. They are open to feedback.

Dean to feed back to the 

library. 

FM- This is an ongoing conversation with our team and the 

library staff as it is a pilot. It has been fed back to the 

members of my team. It’s difficult to have 2 entrances. We 

are open to suggestion as how to work. 

Dean and FM to look at the 

lock down procedure. FM- At 21:30hrs we will be 

asking our Facilities 

Assistants to make a greater 

effort to inform students using 

the Library that the main 

building is closing at 22:00hrs.

Dean to speak to the 

Programme Director and 

discuss the exhibition 

space. 

Library

Lack of 

clarification 

around opening 

hours

Reps- We need better clarification about the opening 

hours after 10pm. Making sure students don’t exit before 

10pm because they might be locked out to get in to the 

building. Security even asked me to spread the word. 

Art and Design

Dean- You have the same resources as anyone else. I can 

pick that up with the Programme Director. 
Showcasing Exhibition space

Collaboration 

Increase 

opportunities for 

collaboration

Fine Art 

Practice

Interaction
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Rep- Although it might annoy people, could you shut at 

9.30 and then open again?

FM- That door becomes external space to security after 

hours. We could take staggered approach. I could feed 

that back and say students want this. 

FM to feed this back to his 

team. 

Electronic system
Rep- Paper sign in system for the out of hours library 

doesn't work well at all. There are often queues.
Dean- We can pick that up. 

Dean to suggest an 

electronic sign in system. 

Gender neutral 

toilers

Reps - We would like there to be gender neutral toilets on 

site.

Dean- There is one but I think the signage hasn't been put 

in place yet. SU- We can tackle the lack of awareness 

once the signage is done. 

SU to look at raising 

awareness about the toilets. 

FM- The signage has been 

purchased and one of the 

Facilities Management Senior 

Team will be liaising with the 

Student Union to finalise 

which toilets are going to be 

receive the gender neutral 

signage.

Paper towels Rep- Not enough paper stocked in the studios. 

Facilities Manager- There should be dispensers in the 

studios. I will make sure dispensers are up and that they 

are fully stocked at the beginning of the day. This should 

solve the issue. If there are certain studios where there are 

higher requirements (e.g. print studio), we expect the 

course or department to pick up. We can respond 

positively and we will look to review it at the next meeting. 

Reps to get in touch with the 

Facilities Manager if there 

are any other areas that are 

missing the dispense. 

FM- We will be installing 

paper towel dispensers on 

the wall next to all sinks in 

rooms B002, D001 & D102 at 

the end of March.

Heating

The temperature in some of the D Corridor rooms is really 

inconsistent. Sometimes it's really hot and others really 

cold.

FM - We can have a look at why this it. 

FM- I have noticed fault with 

the split units (which control 

the heating and cooling) in 

room D102. A purchase order 

has been raised to get these 

units repaired so that should 

resolve the temperature issue 

in that area.

FM- At 21:30hrs we will be 

asking our Facilities 

Assistants to make a greater 

effort to inform students using 

the Library that the main 

building is closing at 22:00hrs.

Library

Estates General

Lack of 

clarification 

around opening 

hours

All


